
DAY 1 

Over Thirty boats assembled in Brixham for the 2018 Nationals—unfortunately it was in the rain 

with no wind. However Torbay decided to treat the fleet to sunshine and a shifty and at times bois-

terous wind. The fleet which included visitors from Belgium and Poland gave notice to the race of-

ficer that they were keen to get away with two general recalls for the first race before the race start-

ed with only one boat getting called for OCS (for which he earned the yellow ‘dick of the day’ jacket). 

The left hand side paid off with Charlie Cumbley showing the fleet just how to do it and gaining a 

lead he was never seriously troubled with. Further down the fleet the racing was tight throughout 

with several packs fighting it out on the three lap race. At the finish Charlie was first, Tony Woods 

second and talented junior Will Heritage sailing a boat he has only just finished building was third. 

With the fleet finishing the first race and waiting for the second, the 

wind started to build to a solid F4/5 but still with big shifts. Again the 

fleet proved how keen they were and went for their third general recall 

but got away cleanly on the second attempt. Once again Charlie showed 

why he was in the top five at the recent worlds and showed the fleet a 

clean pair of heels, but chased closer this time by Dave Bourne, Ian 

Hopwood and the pack. During the second lap the breeze increased to 

‘firm and fruity’ as the missing Burt would say and gave a few swims on 

the fast reaches and run.  

So it was a tired but happy fleet that returned to Brixham for fish and 

chips courtesy of the Brixham YC and a few drinks to rehydrate with 

half the fleet hoping for more of the same and the other half hoping that 

Torbay is a little more gentle tomorrow for races 3&4. 
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